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glossary of terms

imagesetter

an imagesetter is a very high-
quality type of color printer 
used to print glossy magazines, 
newsletters, or other documents.

direct to plate

direct to plate is the process for 
creating printing plates directly 
from digital files by bypassing 
the traditional film creation 
step. direct-to-plate workflows 
reduce cost and increases speed 
throughput by eliminating the 
need for (and time for creating) 
expensive film.

sheet fed press

printing presses which are fed 
by separate sheets of paper, 
as opposed to paper on a reel. 
they are suitable for all types of 
commercial printing.

web fed press

presses which are fed by paper 
from a reel as opposed to separate 
sheets. they are normally used for 
high volume printing.

signature

a signature refers to the group 
of pages that are printed on the 
same sheet of paper. the paper is 
then cut and trimmed down to the 
finished page size. the number of 
pages on a signature depends on 
your page size and the size of the 
printer's sheet or roll of paper.

aqueous coating

a water-based clear coating that 
overprints press sheets. it protects 
the printed surface from scratching 
and fingerprinting, reduces drying 
times and adds a glossy finish to 
the printed item. aqueous is most 
often an overall coating.

rgb color

acronym for red, green, blue, the 
additive color primaries. for web 
and screen applications.

cmyk color

acronym for the basic ink colors 
used in four-color process printing: 
cyan, magenta, yellow and black.

spot color

another name for pms ink 
colors. pms is the acronym 
for pantone matching system 
and was developed by the 
pantone company for color 
identification. the system assists 
clients, designers and printers to 
communicate about color. each 
pms color has a unique number 
and formula for ink mixing.

varnish

a clear ink that is applied to a 
printed sheet for protection or 
appearance. in addition to overall 
coverage, press sheets can be 
"spot" coated with varnish. a 
combination of two varnishes on a 
sheet, such as glossy varnish in one 
area and dull varnish in another 
area, creates a unique visual effect.

color gamut

the entire range of hues possible  
to reproduce using a specific 
device, such as a computer screen, 
or system, such as four-color 
process printing.

vector graphics

vector graphics is the use of 
geometrical primitives including 
points, lines, curves, shapes or 
polygons (which are all based  
on mathematical equations),  
to represent images.

raster graphics

raster graphics images, or bitmaps, 
are data structures representing  
a generally rectangular grid of 
pixels, or points of color, viewable 
via a monitor, paper, or other 
display medium. 

icc profile

in color management, an icc profile 
is a set of data that characterizes 
a color input or output device, 
or a color space, according to 
standards promulgated by the 
international color consortium 
(icc). profiles describe the color 
attributes of a particular device or 
viewing requirement by defining 
a mapping between the device 
source or target color space and a 
profile connection space.

rip

raster image processing [verb] 
or raster image processor [noun] 
is the process and the means of 
turning vector digital information 
such as a postscript file into a 
high-resolution raster image. the 
rip takes the digital information 
about fonts and graphics that 
describes the appearance of a file 
and translates it into an image 
composed of individual dots that 
the imaging device (such as a 
desktop printer or an imagesetter) 
can output.

dot gain

dot gain refers to a characteristic 
of halftone printing whereby 
reflectance of the printed material 
is less than would be expected 
from the percentage area coverage 
of the dots set on film by the 
imagesetter, or the percentage 
area coverage expected from a 
digital code value in the digital 
representation of the image.

line screen

a line screen is the measure of  
how many halftone lines are 
printed in a linear inch. the value 
is expressed as lines per inch 
(lpi). this important measurement 
related to the way printers 
reproduce photographic images 
also defines the necessary 
resolution of an image. the lpi is 
dependent on the output device 
and the type of paper. 

separations

color separation is the breaking 
down of a full-color image into  
the four basic colors used in 
process-color printing. color 
originals are exposed to laser 
light scanning that, through the 
use of four color filters can “read” 
and record the amounts of cyan, 
magenta, yellow and black that 
is present. the recorded data is 
converted into digital form and 
saved to a computer for further 
processing and placement into 
page layout programs.

eps

eps, or encapsulated postscript, is 
a format for vector graphics based 
on the adobe postscript standard. 
eps files are often used for 
figures and illustrations in books, 
magazines, and articles and may 
be scaled easily.

tif

tif or tiff (or the tagged image 
file format) is a file format that is 
strictly used for bitmap data in the 
form of images. tiffs hold more 
information and therefore create 
higher quality and resolution files.

jpg

jpeg stands for joint photographic 
experts group, the name of the 
committee that created the jpg 
standard. jpgs are commonly used 
file format for lossy compression of 
digital photography.

lossy compression

lossy compression is a data 
encoding method that compresses 
data by discarding (losing) some of 
it. the procedure aims to minimize 
the amount of data that need to be 
held, handled, and/or transmitted 
by a computer.

lossless compression

lossless compression means 
there is no quality lost due to 
compression. lossless guarantees 
that you can always read back 
exactly what you you saved, bit-
for-bit identical, without data loss.

dcs

desktop color separation (dcs) 
files are eps files that combine 
a low-resolution display image 
with high-resolution data for 
color separations. dcs supports 
additional colors beyond cmyk.

png

portable network graphics (png) 
is a bitmapped image format that 
employs lossless data compression. 
png was created to improve upon 
and replace gifs. pngs work well 
with microsoft office products.

gif

gif, or graphics interchange  
format, is a bit-mapped graphics 
file format used by the web. 
gif supports color and various 
resolutions and includes data 
compression, but because it is 
limited to 256 colors, it is more 
effective for scanned images such 
as illustrations rather than photos.

wmf

windows metafile (wmf) is a 
graphics file format on microsoft 
windows systems, originally 
designed in the 1990s. windows 
metafiles are intended to be 
portable between applications and 
may contain both vector graphics 
and bitmap components.

 

bmp

the bmp file format, also known 
as bitmap image file or simply a 
bitmap, is a raster graphics image 
file format used to store bitmap 
digital images.

apr (automatic picture 
replacement)

also referred to as open prepress 
interface (opi), apr is a method of 
using low-resolution images in a 
page layout and then substituting 
high-resolution images at the time 
of printing.

preflight checklist

spelling

a final spell check was done  
and there are no misspelled words.

color

the only colors in the file  
are those to be printed.

spot colors are defined as  
spot colors and process colors  
are defined to separate as  
4-color process.

pms colors are defined  
identically throughout all  
imported graphics files.

imported images are built  
in the correct color space  
to be separated as required.

bleed

a 1/8” bleed (or amount desired  
by printer) has been built into 
the document if necessary.

images

all imported images are  
the proper resolution for the 
required press linescreen.

all imported images have  
the correct corresponding  
colors to be printed.

all imported images are built 
in the correct color space for 
separations, e.g. cmyk vs. rgb, 
spot vs. process.

all imported images are an 
appropriate format for printing, 
e.g. tiff or eps vs. gif or jpeg.

any low-resolution fpo images 
have been replaced with their 
high-resolution counterpart.

fonts/typography

there are no fonts in your  
imported images. fonts  
have been rasterized in  
photoshop or converted  
to outlines in illustrator.

fonts are defined in document 
using the actual font, not 
quarkxpress’ fake bold or italic.

you have both the printer  
and screen fonts available  
for all typefaces used to send  
to the printer.

collect for output

a collect for output has been  
done and all images, fonts and 
graphics are nice and neat, in a 
folder to be sent to the vendor.

composite laser (color if possible) 
prints have been printed at 100% 
unless noted for the vendor.

mockup has been printed  
and assembled.

laser prints of separations  
have been printed to correspond 
with composites.

composite laser prints have been 
marked with notes for the vendor.

a disk directory has been  
printed, and file(s) to be output  
are highlighted.


